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SUBJECT: Modernized "rights of married women" statutory sections

Summary and Analysis
Part 2 of article 2 of title 14, C.R.S., is titled "Rights of Married Women".2 The
language of the ten sections in this part 2 is outdated and, it can be argued,
unnecessary because it is duplicative of modern legal doctrines. For instance, section
14-2-202, C.R.S., allows that a married woman "may sue and be sued"; section 14-2203, C.R.S., allows that a married woman may own and operate a business or trade
and that such business may be her sole property and used and invested in her own
name; and section 14-2-208, C.R.S., allows that a wife "may contract".
Each of the sections currently grant certain rights to "married women":
14-2-201. Married woman's own property.
14-2-202. Married woman sue and be sued.
14-2-203. Rights in her separate business.
14-2-204. Not to affect marriage settlements.
14-2-205. Wife's land subject to judgment.
14-2-206. Husband cannot convey wife's lands.
14-2-207. Wife may convey lands as if sole.
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§ 14-2-201 et seq., C.R.S.

14-2-208. Wife may contract.
14-2-209. Loss of consortium.
14-2-210. Domicile – sex or marriage not a ban.
Two issues present with the existing language of this part 2. First, women and men,
regardless of marital status, already have all the legal rights enumerated in each of the
statutory sections in this part 2. Not only is there ample legal precedent for most of the
rights enumerated, but there is significant case law supporting the precedent and
doctrines. Second, by specifically referencing the "rights of married women", the
various sections leave open the question of what rights, if any, are to be provided to
spouses of same sex marriages.

Statutory Charge3
Removing or modernizing outdated references to the "rights of married women" meets
the Committee's statutory charge to remove antiquated language and to bring the law
of this state into harmony with modern conditions.

Recommendation/Proposed Bill
Should the Statutory Revision Committee accept staff recommendation to modernize
the statutory references to the "rights of married women," two distinct draft bills are
attached that address the issue. Bill (2)(I)(ii)(a)4 simply repeals the entire part 2 of
article 2 of title 14, C.R.S. Bill (2)(I)(ii)(b)5 retains the sections in statute but
modernizes the language so that references are to a "married person", "spouse", or
"husband or wife" and modernizes the pronouns into gender neutral format.
Additionally, staff would like to consult with other experts in family law and other
fields regarding the effect of these changes.
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